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Wooster Officially Opens
In ew C ommunication System
By DON SAND FORD
AND TOM HETRICK
' The College officially celebrated
toe opening of "WoosterNet," a
.broad band datavideo interactive
communications network, Wednesday afternoon in the computer
(classroom.
V This communications system is
the first of its kind to be installed

at an independent liberal arts

col-

lege, much of the work for the
system was done in cooperation
with Sytek, Inc., and . American
Television System.
At a cost of $150,000, the system
connects a variety of personal com-

puters, computer peripherals like
printers and plotters, and most
importantly, a VAX 11750 super

minicomputer. Each residential
hall, , as : well as academic - and
administrative building will be connected to the VAX through cables
and Packet Communications

Unit

(PCUs or ."little black boxes").
The system is unique in that it
allows audio and visual, as well as
V

digital communication.

"WoosterNet's versatility pre-

pares us, in one . step, for the

forseeable future," explained Don
Harward, Vice President for Academic Affairs. "With a network
capability of 20,000 simultaneous
users on 120 data communication
channels and the ease of splicing
new outlets to coaxial cable, we
can expand at whatever pace our
faculty and students wish
and
with whatever equipment they prefer", he continued.
Dr. Harward envisions that the
system will supplement the eductions! purpose of . a liberal t arts
institution. "The people we will
need to help us use the computer
wisely and to make the decisions
that will affect the quality of our
lives in a computer age are not the
electrical engineers or the 'computer hackers.' Rather, they will be
persons educated in the liberal
arts, whose spirit of inquiry - is
within a context that demands consideration of. historical, ethical and
humane dimensions of technology:
And with the opening of WoosterNet. the college has taken a unique
step toward making computing an
appropriate part, of liberal arts
:
'
education.."-

:

--

At the grand opening on Wednesday, a student and faculty member
engaged in a simultaneous tele- - and
data-conferenc-

communicating

e,

via both television and their personal computers. As they worked to
solve a problem together, they also
demonstrated the ease. of using a
large statistical program resident
on the VAX. Simultaneously, their
conference was telecast .over the
network to several remote locations
on campus.
Yet, Harward wanted to stress
will not rethat the new system
interacplace the student-facult- y
tion that a liberal arts edcucation
needs. "At .Wooster. some-- of the
most important education happens
conferences between
in
a professor and a student, and we
have always prided ourselves on
small classes.. Introducing' television will make sense only as television offers material not available
through books, conversation, or live
performance;'! said Harward.
The College already uses computers in a variety of ways, and the
PClTs allow access to WoosterNet
.
Continued on Page
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BY ANGELA HURLER

Joel Wilkinson of the Departments of Russian and English, and
D. Stevens Garlick of the Department of German, have submitted
grievances concerning their recent
denials of tenure.
Wilkinson declined

I

tocomment

regarding the nature of his. griev-

ance, but said it was in the early
stages of the procedure.
r
Garlick was unavailable for com;
ment.
"The first I hear about it is when
it lands on my desk. I've heard the
Donald Harward, Vice President for Academic Affairs (right) and
same rumor you've heard," said
u
we
wmcn
mpbiuuw
aemonstratea
'three television monitors
President Copeland.
WoosterNet. the college's broad band cable network system, last
A grievance is first presented to
Wednesday afternoon in the computer classroom. Photograph by
chair of the department. It Is
the
Frans Jantsen.
then considered by the Dean of the
Faculty, and the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. If it is still
unresolved, the Committee on Committees appoints 4 five person
grievance committee. The matter
then goes to the president. According to President Copeland, "only a
less
require
Lforum
of
debate
style
By SUSAN R. JONES
of grievances ever result
debatresearch and more audience partic-, handful"
The change from
of the original decia
reversal
in
parliamentary ipation thus allowing more involve-ing to the
sion. '
she
community,
college
of
and public forum styles highlights ment the
Carol Roose. of the education
plans for next year's debate pro- said.
will
her tenure
department,
Parliamentary debate, stemming reconsidered next have
gram- and makes the experience
year or the year
involves
form,
more accessible to students, ac- from the British
after. Her tenure "was originally
cording to Barbara Hampton, new- learning a topic in 15 minutes denied. Roose reports that the origbefore eomnetinK and "The com inal decision was made on Incorly appointed speech team adviser.
debate form which petitors must have a broad range rect information. She saw the
The
the College has followed since the of knowledge at tneir nngerups,"
on Academic Affairs and
40's involves extensive, yearlong she commented.
correct information.
gave
him
the
of
addition
the
Hamnton elans
research on a topic of national
procedure is satevaluation
"The
program
interest studied by all participating public forum debate to the
lecture, but
straight
isfactory
for
teams, explained Hampton. "In which will both address internationperformance class. Don
a
not
for
topics
of
local;
Anrll I was asked by Dean Vivian al, national and
Harward told me they are going to
L Holliday to look into other forms of concern on campus and allow change the procedure, also, which
com14 la autaaittlA
.J.w-- i.
I JA.IJ. It At
M fFVOOAWW v members of the audience to
U
UCUIIC
iUU UCvlUG
is something I was looking for,"
t
ment on them.
i
do something different
sW.Ropsef..i.-..;i..- .
v. Continued oa Page 11
Both the off topic and the public.
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Glenn Becker in a scene from Hamlet. Hamlet win be performed
tonight and tomorrow at Freedlander Theatre. Tickets are available
at the box office. See story on page 5. Photograph by John Sxekerea.
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Judicial Apppihtments
Affirmative Action Discussed
.
a r;3eral Judicial p'Mon.
ccordig-toSlone of the
'
By PdLUNDERCUFFLER
i.
"Afflrmatire-Action- "
moit important ind lasting effects
The
judicial appointments of the of the Carter administration were ;
Carter Administration did not di- these appointments.
Although President Carter was
lute the effectiveness of the court
the first president to serve a full
system, according to visiting
'
four-yeterm without electing one
speaker Elliott Slotnick.
Slotnick. Professor of Political; Supreme Court Justice, said Slot- - v
of all
Science- - at Ohio State University, nick, he had appointed 40
the judges who held seats when he .
spoke Tuesday night in Lean Lecoffice.
ture room on "Choosing Federal left
In past years.' the process of
Judges: Carter, Reagan and Afvery
judicial selection has-befirmative Action."
The 25S district and appeals court closed, with many minority voices
appointments were the result of the go!"? unheard, according to Slot-nii-i.
act which
E::r3 the Carter administra1871 omnibus
was passed in the middle of Presi- tion, judgeships were generally,;
viewed as patronage plums.
dent Carter's term in office.
; "What resulted from the. opera- - ;
Carter set out in filling the positions to pursue a tactic which tion of this kind of a system." said
he called Affirmative Action. He Slotnick. "was, not surprisingly. .
attempted to give as many of the simply that the judiciary emerged
white
cnairs as possible to previously as the greatest bastion of socieminorities, giv- male dominance In American
;'.
ty."
ing women, black and other minoriv. Continued on Page
ty lawyers their first real chance at
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WoosterNet For Whom?
WoosterNet is working! The College held the opening ceremony
for the new computer network Wednesday (see article on page one).
My question is. based on the opening ceremony, and my personal
experiences with the computer center, why do we have to be
subjected to so much PR about an event which was so necessary?
Was the opening ceremony for students, or for the press representatives who were there?
I support efforts to boost the notoriety of the College, and I
applaud the steps which are being taken to institute a more advanced
computer system, but I question the way these things are taking
place.
I attended the opening ceremony with one other staff member
and one of next year's editors, and the three of us were asked not to
tit in the front row. to "leave those seats open for the people wearing
suits." Wen. there were no students wearing suits, so I could only
assume that the front row was reserved for real press people, for
computer company representatives, or for officers of the College.
This action seems to be symbolic of the attitude of those enacting
the feeling that students must take a
the opening of the system
back seat during the installation of WoosterNet. WoosterNet must
make an impact, it seems, rather than simply going into use as a
needed tooL
Students must, for the long range good of the college, ignore the
fact that computer classes are being poorly taught, that terminals
are often not available, and that in general, things aren't as rosy as
they are being made to sound by officials of the College through this
installation period.
In the bulletin currently being distributed by admissions, the
College claims, in the present tense, that "the College meets its
commitment to faculty and students by providing sophisticated
computing equipment ... and the most advanced networking system
available in any liberal arts college." Yes, next year, hopefully, but
what about the needs of students who have been taking computer
classes for the last two years as demand has increased?
The response to these complaints would be that more faculty are
being hired for next year, (of course the head of the Computer
Science Department is going on leave, which will breed some natural
disorganization), more terminals are being installed in more
convenient locations for student use, and after all, the VAX is here!
I say so what! The VAX isn't truly working yet, despite claims
made by administrators that the system would be operational by
spring.
However, the broad band cable network has been laid, and will
be in use in the falL This is certainly an enormous step forward. But
must students continually be asked Jto complacently say "How nice
for the College," while they see few. changes being made in the
computer science program of which so many students now feel they
want to be apart.
Edith E. McGandy
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Director Critical Of Editorial
Editor:
that the article not be printed for
I would like to take issue with the the reasons she indicated, but I
substance of Ms, McGandy's edito- made it clear that she had every
rial in the Voice of 20 May. Her legal right to go ahead with the

piece contains one factual error but
more importantly shows that the
Interim Editor, while qrick to label
me .as a "censor," cannot distinguish between issues that truly
involve the First Amendment and
those that do not
Firstly, Ms. McGandy requested
the interview with me (not the
other way around), and --it was held
in my office on 4 May. I did request

piece. Ms. McGandy should realize
that It is not censorship for the
interviewee to make such a request when the reasons are sound. I
took no action to prevent
from being published but hoped
to appeal to the reporter's better
Judgment since a personnel evaluation was still under way. Obviously,
I failed.
Michael Freeman
this-artic-

le

The Internationalist

Internationalist Maizes Parting Remarks
What does one usually write in a who taught you geology, econom"
article? Maybe there ics, math or art but people who

"good-bye-

should be something about the
Wooster
point of departure
and something about the expectations for the future; some wishes;
some fears; a lot of uncertainty ...
What I'd like to talk about is the

present

Everyone says, "You must be
really excited; you have all the
options; you can do what you really
want to do!" This is how others
view the present for those of us
who are leaving. Yet what are the
implied assumptions of such an
opinion? And, why does it seem
that everyone else is excited about
your future, except yoa?
First of all, to have options
means that you are able to see
those options yourself (which is not
always the case). Second, it means
that your education and your general experience have equipped you
with a standard of measurement
that will tell yon which way to go.
Third, it means that you are excited enough about one of these options to pursue it The question then
is: Has education here given us the
necessary insight and capabilities
to make "Great Decisions?" At
present it seems that the task is
too difficult to be dealt with successfully. (And, it is important to
worry about choosing right for
fear of wasting years, or maybe a
lifetime. Prof. Korn very clearly
showed the implications of such a
waste in his Ethics class.) So, one
of the major characteristics of the
present is uncertainty (even for
those who know what they will be
doing next year).
The second thing that characterizes the present is a need to say

something about the past four

years
either positive or negative
and let people know where one
stands. A widely loved and respected contributor to this educational
institution talked of the lack of a
mechanism for students to express
their gratitude to those people who
have really made a difference in
their intellectual, social, and emotional development Not Just people

shared with you their thought
process and gave you a standard to
relate your life to. Not perfect
people, but people who were able to
breakthrough to you and challenge
you, thus significantly influencing
shaping your self identification. As
there is no formal means of expressing that gratitude, the present
time, for some,' is characterized
with an individual effort to communicate such feelings. There are probably some who do
not share the- view of the present
characterized- by uncertainty and
--

Special Thanks
From The Voice

by a need to make some last!
observations and express feelings.
but such is my general Idea of thel
situation.
In endinz mr term in this cola
I
una, l wanta to
liz rounder,
Alkis Papademetriou (class of '80),
Jim Luce (class of S2). who kept hvrf
alive while I was away for a term.
those who gave in to my "intense"
pressure and wrote articles, and
those who struggled through the
column, read it and responded to it
I hope the next editor(s) of The
Internationalist have as exciting
and critical a reading public as I
did. Good luck to them, and good
hick to you all I
Tessie Tzavaras
The Internationalist
m

newspaper throughout the past
academic year. Although a complete list would consume an
entire isme in itself, we do give
special thanks to the following:
The staff of The Daily Record,
'including Virgil Nelson and his,
production staff;
Cecil, Jim, Midge, and Owen
whose devotion maintained - a
elean and efficient working
space;
Mrs. Raber, Mrs. Slayden,
and Mrs. Weiler in the Post
Office for their help and cooperation;
Howard Raber and the Food
Service staff whose friendliness
and occasional treats often highlighted gloomy days;
Don, Rich, Rod and the Service Building staff for their help
and humor;
Glenn R. Bucher and the Publications Committee;
Betty and Joyce at the front
desk for their patient willingness
to page people;
Chief Yund, Captain Foster,
Bm Carlton, Carl Grubbs, Virgil
Smith, Trooper Glaser, Sichenze
and Stilling for all their help,
their coffee, and the Chiefs war
' tories.
Timothy E. Spence
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The Staff of The Wooster

Voice thanks all those who assisted with the production of the
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Published weekly during the academic
year except during vacations and exami
nation penoas oj me smaenu oi ine
College of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio.

The Wooster Voice welcomes all

signed letters to the editor from students, faculty, administrators. tobscri- bers and members of the greater Woos-- ti
ter community. All correspondence may
be addressed to: The wooster Voice,
The College of
Post Office Box
wooster, wooster, unto tsu. current
subscription is 112.00 per year for second
class delivery, $17.00 for first class mail
delivery.
Postage paid at Wooster, Ohio. Postmaster: Send address changes to The
Wooster Voice. Post Office Box
The Collet of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio.
C-31- 87,

C-31- 87.
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Back issuer are available from The
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Bear
Career

News
Digest

:

Compiled by Chris Lose
Following
WASHINGTON

' What are College of Wooster
graduates doing now? ,
study by
Based on a follow-u- p
CPPS of the Class of '80. this list
represents a cross section of majors, the percentages that are now
either doinc graduate work or em
ployed, and a few of the jobs they
have chosen. When looking at this
list, it is important to keep in mind
that the average amount of time
spent finding a job was five
months. Of course, some students
have taken longer.
tj'i c Overall r '
Attending Grad School
37
--

Tuesday's surprisingly strong rot
in the House for the bill releasing
$825 million in funds for research
for the MX missile, Wednesday's
vote in the Senate seems probably
favorable to the MX. The White
House insists on remaining cautious, but most observers agree an
easy win is likely. The funds for the
further testing and development of
missiles is needed,
the
says the Reagan administration, to
force arms talks concessions from
the Soviets.
10-warhe-

3

P--

.

ad

v

--
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Employed

uueuipiucu

Prime ICinister BeBEIRUT
gin of Israel is reported to have
written to President Reagan, saying that Syria is showing no signs
of accepting the Lebanese troop
withdrawal pact and is engaging in
g
instead. The report
follows a statement by. top Israeli
leaders that Syria is building up its
military forces in Lebanon. Mean- while, more war jitters in Lebanon
with Syria reportedly attacking Israeli reconnaissance aircraft
saber-rattlin-

.

WASHINGTON
Tax breaks for
schools that discriminate on racial
grounds were barred. The 1 Supreme Court decision with Justice.
8--

Rehnquist dissenting rejected the

view of the Reagan administration
and said that Bob Jones University
and Goldsboro Christian Schools
can't be tax exempt because of
their treatment of blacks. Goldsboro doesn't accept black students
and Bob Jones bars interracial
dating. The ruling upholds an IRS
policy the administration tried to

change last year.
:

WASHINGTON

Air-safe-ty

in-

vestigators accused the FAA of
scrapping plans to toughen moni
toring of airline production and
maintenance. The National Transportation Safety Board said it was
disappointed that the FAA backed
off from action after it said it
would take steps after the May 1079
crash of a DC-1- 0 in Chicago which
killed 273 people.
,

.

The PLO'S military
BEIRUT
structure was reorganized by Yas-sa- r
Arafat and his Fatah group in
an effort to squash a rebellion
among units in Eastern Lebanon.
The PLO chief ordered his forces in
Lebanon to unite into a single
command.
Rioting youths
LONDON
hurled gasoline bombs X British
troops as they entered the Londonderry district Tension was expected to rise as the British parliamentary elections on June 9 approach,
in which the IRA is seeking 14 of
the 17 districts in Northern Ireland.
Related to this are several bomb
;
j
incidents credited to the ika.
--

v".

one person.
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Attending Grad School
Employed

:
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Attending Grad School - -,
Employed

'" ' 58
;
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This past Wednesday
- Northrop.
..-

"Just North' of Nowhere" played blue grass at convocation. Photograph by Rob
-

:

:
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Senior Week Planned
BY EDITH McGANDY
This June the senior week activities planned will meet everyone's
expectations, or at least this was
the objective of the senior week

Friday. June
1-5- :00

Economics
Attending Grad School
Employed
"
Unemployed

Outdoor

10

.

Common. Hour

.

DayFaculty.

Soft-

ball
Trustee Dinner
Ichabods, 2 a.m.
Saturday, June 11
committee this year.
Several . seniors . have worked Happy Hour at Wooster Theatrical
thai Lounge, Parents, Faculty, Adminishard this year to ensure-thaevents scheduled for senior wees trators
starred events are still tentative
could be popular with their class.
Lissa Beatty. of the Senior Week
Committee approached Caroline
Smith, Assistant Dean of Students,
as one member of the senior class
interested in planning a successful
senior week.
Caroline Smith encouraged Beatty and other students who approached her to form a committee
which would represent all factions
By IAN HARTRICK
of the senior class; "a committee
Your correspondent has had a
representative of all campus orga- couple
rough weeks with a reealce-tranizations." according to Beatty.
IS.
Now that all that insanity
The committee began their planI can resume prosening effort by sending out a ques- is behind me
vapid
cuting
and the mindless.
the
sugwhich
tionnaire to all seniors
Some real cases have been collectgested events for. senior week, ing.
'
asking seniors to express preferMore seriously folks
it pained
ences, and proposed original ideas.
The questionnaire also asked Bear me to find that the 'chocolate feet
complex' is still abroad on this
iors about the idea ox a senior gift
The senior gift has not yet been campus. After Packer day --two
decided upon, .though among the years ago a student complained
popular choices was lighting for the thai chocolate feet being sold as a
part of the festivities, were inhertennis courts.
The Committee sold Senior Week ently racist This year the knees
this week in order to raise are jerking again.
A writer for the Voice had the
money which will be put toward
providing activities during ' Senior gall to ask if two recent dean's
Week '83. The Committee haralso staff appointments were motivated
shown movies on campus ("Play It by a desire to increase the number
of black administrators. For this
Again Sam") to raise money.
These events have been sched- innocent question she was labeled a
racist The poor woman stepped on
uled for Senior. Week '83:
some toes, but the problem had
Tuesday, June 7
nothing to do with her rascism.
Ramada Inn Happy Hour
She had stumbled on a painful
Movie on top of McGaw Chapel
issue. The two appointees were
Wednesday. Jane 8
no special
eminently qualified
Tennis Tournament '
Student Alumni Association Dinner dispenstation was made for them
on affirmative action grounds
"The Cage" 2 a.m.
but the dichotomy between special
Thursday, June
Day at Mohican State Park, canoe- dispensation and qualifications had
been inadvertently raised. Affirmaing, hiking, etc.
tive action and hiring the fittest
Game
Party,
Pajama
Bookstore
candidate for a' job can be contra,
Room 2 midnight
dictory requirements. I wish that
BSA and Professor Goings . had
shown the courage to admit that
9--

t

Students, faculty and administra
tors are encouraged to attend the
Common Hoar, Wednesday. Jane 1
at 10 in Lowry Center Pit area.
Refreshments wI3.be served. There
wfil be no formal' convocation . in
Mateer Auditorium on Jane

'
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Hartricki Addresses
Controversial Issues
nt

,

T-shi- rts
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9--

t

10-1-

SJJ'Ji.'

instead of slandering Bit's uw BTuoew.'. we pees
to
like
I would
address is Marcus Poblmann's Ide
ological myopia'. After seeing the
' Business Econ. bureaucratic state at us nacur m j

problem

-

someone..
The third subject

..

v
the USSR he. has the aplomb to Attending GTad ' school
'" " : - '
suggest we copy it! With; govern Employe

27

;

--

Lit'-- -

biglishGeneral
mental coniroi oi me economy
there is scant hope of political Atteiiding Grad School
"
'
freedom: all power is concentrated Employed ;
'
French
m' the nands 'of Government
'
where it can and will be abused to Employed
a greater degree than is possible
Attending Grad School
here.
Cflottoued on Page 7
The difference between the USSR :
and the US economies maylivell
be a matter of degrees in some
sense
but it is still a large
difference. Their economy is (and
will continue to be) in a shambles
due to governmental control. The
tTS has only managed to inject a
few irregularities into the economy
through governmental Interfer- -

13
87

"
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President Reagan has fired three members of the
Commission on Civil Rights
Wednesday and has replaced them
with nominees more in line with his
conservative views. He'll ask the
Senate to confirm the nominations
of John Bunzel, the former president of San Jose State University.
Morris Abrams, a New York lawyer and Robert Destio, an assistant
Professor at Catholic University in
law. All of Reagan's choices are
Democrats.
WASHINGTON

German

100
.

Banquet r?r

'Saturday.1 May 23, the CtCe-rchapter bflheNAACP wi3 held Us
! The DejaKent of Religions "medoni Fund Banquet'4 at 5:39
in the Faculty Lounce. The sneaker
Studies is having a PARTY r ., :
ffo ti: banquet Is Jtarco Sommer-tillei President of the Akron
iors, minors, interested
branch of the NAACP. Students win
and interesting people!
admitted free of charge, while
be
.
2
Thursday, June
RafZes
Take the afternoon off from 3:30 adult admission will be 18. sold
for
for various prises win be
to 5:30 the last day of the quarter.
We will be in the backyard of campus donations of 82. All are
Meyers House, corner of College welcome! For more information
contact Rod McCalister at ext
and Pine.
e
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Arts

Culture

amid

Campus Art Notes
COMPILED BY .
ANGELA A. ADAMS
THOMAS PETE
ROBERT SULLIVAN

1

Leigh Calm ar, "Landscaping
With Human Forms in Collage and
4 MackenPainting" May
zie Gallery, Severance Art Building
29-Ju- ne

coming

This

o

"Mb.
V.

J

0

Sunday,

May 29

hails the opening of senior Leigh
Calmar's studio art I.S. for a. week
of public display. Utilizing both
watercolor and oil paints, Leigh's
exhibition of paintings, collages
and sketches focuses on human
forms within abstract landscapes;
"I want to be a little bit realistic
and a little bit illusionary.". claims
the artist.
Regarding the technical aspects
of her style, Leigh classifies herself
as a formalist, concerned with line,
color, shape and composition.
Leigh stresses the importance of
color in her work, refering to it as
"... a really unifying element"
Although she has been interested
in drawing and painting since high
school, the most recent influence on
Leigh's work has been the experience she gained from the GLCA
Fine Arts program in New York.
Assisting at a graphic design stu

r

4.

''

One piece from Robin Telerico's Independent Study entitled. "An'
dio, Leigh did work involving cutIllusionary Adventure Beyond Photography." 'Photograph by Rob
ting and pasting which spurred
Northrup.
both in collage and in
returning to New York to continue form." Robin said she wanted to
John's medium is a mixture of
work in graphic arts.
create something "new and diffe- pastel, spraypaint ink and graphite
Leigh recognizes the work of rent" Hence, the artist has comto name those that predominate.
Cezanne, Milton Avery and her bined the art of photography and. The artist expresses concern that a
lifelong "curiosity for trees" as sculpture, creating an environviewer's first reaction might be to
additional, influential sources. ment representative of a wooded the , apparent simplicity, of his
People have been' painting figures path; 'all her subject can be found pieces.. Closer observation howevwithin a landscape for centuries;" in nature. Robin hopes that her er, will reveal the true precision
the artist noted, "this is my mod creations can have a functional as and careful consideration that has
ern approach."
well as aestetic purpose. '
gone into each piece. .
Robin Telerico, "An Ulusioiiary
Robin concluded that ' she was
Influences that ' have played a
Adventure Beyond Photography" "bored with flat pictures". and role in John's artistic style include
May
3 Art Museum, Lower wanted to do something different; architects such as Frank Lloyd
Gallery.
London "exposed me to so much Wright Le Corbusier and Mies van
Many changes have taken place more."
der Rohe, which are rooted in his
in Robin Telerico's academic caJohn Balson, "Architectonic Per- interest in architecture as a child.
reer, since her arrival at the Col- spective In Motion" May
3
When asked to talk about his
lege of Wooster. Upon returing to Art Museum, Lower Gallery
work.
John makes reference to the
Currently putting - the flntMng precision of line and angle that he
the College after spending her junior year abroad at Richmond Col- touches on his independent study has produced. They are "visually
lege in London, she decided to project John Balson looks forward pleasing perspective drawings," he
change her major to Art History, to his opening this Sunday with concludes.
and again changed midway through excitement John's exhibit will be
fall quarter to Studio Art Her composed of ten " mixed-medi- a
reason for chaning her major to pieces that he has titled "ArchitecArt developed while she was in tonic Perspectives In Motion."
London studying art
Regarding the title, the artist says
In describing her project, Robin that his pieces are illusory inter-explains it as "an installation that preiauons oi arcniieciuai strucattempts to transform the two- - tures. Motion is suggested through
dimensional art form, photography. the Illusions, and there is a "drama
into a
sculptural that perspective produces." an-intere-

st
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Robert Hamilton and Daniel Winter (right) perform
recital last Friday night. Photograph by John Sxekeres.
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Chorus To Perform
(

By BOB SULLIVAN
The Wooster Chorus, under the
direction of Scott Ferguson, will
present its 1983 spring concert on
Sunday, May 29 in McGaw Chapel

sic faculty last September as visiting director of the Chorus and
instructor of organ, during John
Russell's absence. Ferguson, a naat 8:15 p.m. .
tive of Massachusetts, majored in
The pieces chosen range from organ at the Oberlin College Conto servatory of Music. This fall he will
music of the Renaissance-perio- d
Scottish and American folk songs pursue a Ph.D. degree at the Uniand spirituals. Those selections in- versity of Wisconsin.
The Wooster Chorus' was founded
clude madrigals by Morley. Bennett, and Farmer; selections from in 1964 and is dedicate to the
Brahms' Zigeunerlieder- - Op. ' 103; performance of the finest 'sacred
and secular choral music of the
the final scene from Der Rosenka-valiby R. Strauss; and Renais- past five centuries. The 51 student
sance music for brass quintet.
members of the chorus represent
Ferguson joined the College mu all academic areas of the College.
er

29-Ju- ne
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Ma tteson To Highlight Concert

The campus community win have
an opportunity to hear one of the
"greatest jazs talents around" next
Tuesday evening at IfcGaw Chapel, when Rich Matteson is .the
featured artist with the college
-Jazs Ensemble.
This Is the comment of Director
Stuart ling who has had the opportunity of hearing If atteson play at
conventions of the Ohio Music Education Association, Music . Educators National Conference and Na-

tional

Association of Jass

Educators. A

co-direct-

of the

or

Tuba Jass consort he has appeared as a soloist
and clinician all around the world.
Matteson will play the second half
of the concert with the ensemble,
and together they will do such old
standards as "Gettin Sentimental
Over You," "Georgia," and a
"Duke Ellington Salute." Also fea
tured will be a couple of Matteson
originals in upbeat blues tempo.
Dr. Matteson is a professor of
music at North Texas State University (one of the top jass schools in
the country, which is constantly
raided for players by Woody Herman, Buddy Rich, and Maynard
Ferguson), and will spend two days
on the campus doing jass improvis
ation workshops and clinics involv
ing both college and high school
students. His appearance is being
supported in part by a grant from
w- the Ohio Arts Council.
Making their final appearance
with the ensemble will be five
seniors. These include Bill St. John,
Joe Incavo, Andy Loess, Roger
Miller, and Mark Henn. St John
will be spotlighted as tenor sax
soloist on "Tickle Toe," a Lester
Young composition. St. John recently won the "outstanding wood- wma soioiK" awara at tne tmnrai
Ohio Jan Festival at Ohio State
Matteson-PhOli- ps

University.

Another new Donald Rice chart
win be given a campus premiere at
the spring concert This one is
quaintly entitled "No 'Bout A
Doubt It' and features Roger Miner on trombone, as wen as the
saxophone section which is required at one point to impersonate a
walking bass. The world premiere
of "No 'Bout" took place last
Thursday when the Jan Ensemble
provided the entertainment for the
Akron Alumni 'Club at the Quaker

Hilton Hotel in Akron.

.The combo win make its regular
appearance and will present a new
arrangement by Laura Bickard. as
weU as a bop tune and a surprise
version of the old dixieland favorite
"Tiger Rag."
The concert was moved from
Freedlander Theatre to MeGaw
Chapel because Rich Matteson is
expected to draw from the area in
numbers too large for Freedlander
to handle. Doors will open at T:30
p.m. There wul be a fee charged to
personnel. College per
sonnel wul be admitted by ID card.
non-colle-ge

Hamlet Represents
Great Achievement

--

The set is magnificent giving the
audience the true feeling of The
Globe. The high platform in back
serves as rampart and balcony in
different instances, and allows the
night, and tomorrow night at members of the audience at times
to understand what it would have
Freedlander Theatre.
Last Saturday's performance of felt like to be an underling in a

By EDITH MeGANDY
The College Theatre Department
has reached a new level of achievement with the production of Hamlet performed last weekend, to-

"

the Shakespearean drama was outstanding. Despite the length, which
is substantial, the audience is continually with the action, no scene
lags.

j

'

W

"WW
m

-

-

tne cone ee magazine
ot lit erature and
the arts
i

r4

--m

.

sixteenth century theatre. The
thrust stage tilted in front invites
the audience to be a part of the
action.
One who knows Shakespeare will
Continued on Page 10

The Thistle is soliciting an editor for next year's literary magazine.
An interested students should contact Dave Means, Thistle Editor, or!
Glenn Bneher of the Publications Committee.

Ballet To Hold Auditions
.The Canton Ballet Company wQl
hold an audition class for apprentice and company membership on.
0
Wednesday, June 1, from
p.m. in the Canton Ballet studios at
6:30-8:3-

the Cultural e.,Center for the Arts,
1001 Market-AvN. Company
members must be 13 years old and
apprentices must be 12 years old by
Sept. 1, 1883. The audition is open
to all dance students of intermediate or advanced ability. All participants should 'wear proper dance
attire. Men are welcome.
For further information call the
in
Canton Ballet Office
the Cultural Center.
(455-722-

0)

i

I

-
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Saint's Jazz Corner
Nat Eentoffs Hess on jass
r
If yon turned on the TV- and aaw
a wen known lass group playing.
would you watch? If you turned on
I the radio Just to listen to something
and you heard a good jass group
cooking away, would-- yon refrain
from spinning the dial? Nat Bentoff
thinks that there is a good chance
that you would. At least enough of
a chance so that some media busi
ness could find it' profitable to
broadcast more jass and book more
jazs musicians for concerts.
Two Tuesdays ago, Mr. Hentoff
gave a rap on jass in Douglass
Lounge. He spent a large part of
the hour on the current economic
situation (slump?) that faces even
the best of today's Jazs musicians.
Jazs . is not dead, Hentoft be
lieves, but the myth that it is dead
pervades the majority of decision
making bodies in the entertainment
A frog from the "Imagination in Iron" exhibit in Lowry by Stewart
field. The myth is perpetuated by a
Simondi. Photograph by Beth Korcman.
record company s inability to de
tect the aggregate demand of a
real and 'Significant audience ior
jazz., There are certain statistical
Sign-U- p
and demographic metnoas used by,
record,
radio and television compaCarrel sign up for students doing nies which
detect demsnd and
Senior Independent Study next year therefore govern
production and
wCl be Friday, May 27. The sign up
methods,
which do just
These
sales.
wffl begin at 2 a.m. at the circula- a dandy Job of monitoring
the more
tion desk in Andrews library.
intense yet sporadic consumer demands of the pop music crowd, are
blind to the demands of a subtle yet
stable Jazz audience. It is not that
music recording and broadcastthe
AAACON AUTO .
ing business wouldn't find it profit423 Ecst
able if they sold more jazs, Hentoff
TRANSPORT
252-334- 4
--
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is just that they
"see- - the .potential
cTac--tivel-

cant

-

market, for Jaxxand subsequently .
cannot act to fulsn.ary tnch demand it may have. Somtcr, I Cad ;
it difficult to understand, if there
really is a jazz market and with the
profit motive so strong.', how 'a
record company can overlook suck--'
potential financial gain. But then
again, I got a C in Econ 10L
On to the next Item, more on music
fat the Vote.
Something is rotten in the state of
Denmark. Karl ;Henning made
some very good points in his letter
to the editor about the representation of music in the Voice two
weeks ago. Unfortunately, I had to
consult a dictionary four tunes in
order to find that out. I hone Karl '
gets to see Hamlet. If so, he may
learn (as Kurt vonnegut once observed) that some of the . most
powerful moments in literature are
composed of short, commonly used
words: "To be or not to be " One
simply shouldn't write, especially
when trying to be persuasive, so
that the reader wiU need a lexicon
handy to extract one's ideas from a
."rhapsody of words."
Tips for the beginning improviser.
With the appearance of the band
competition in Ichabod's awhile .
back, it dawned on me that there
are quite a few of ua around here
who would like to start some serious dabbling in music, and more
specifically in improvisation. Ama
teurs who get together in a garage
Continued from Page 10 .
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Commencement

1983

Honorary Degrees
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and president of the American
Playwrights Theatre, and. as a

member of the Board of Directors
of the National Repertory Theatre,

and the American Conservatory
Theatre."
Lee attended Ohio Wesleyan University. He too has received the
Peabody Award for best radio program in 1948. the Donaldson Award
for best first play in 1955. and the
British Drama Critics Award in
1960. He has served as president of
the American Playwrights Theatre.
Together the two playwrights
have written more than 15 plays,
including First Monday in October,
Inherit the Wind, and The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail. The latter
two have both been produced by
the College in recent years.
The faculty proposal explains
a fictional
Inherit the Wind.
dramatization of the Scopes Monkey Trial, presents an impassioned
defense of free intellectual inquiry,
and in particular, academic freedom. In light of current court
battles over 'creation science' and
what shall be taught in the class-

room, their eloquent dramatic
--

statement remains as vital and
important as ever."
Lawrence and Lee are being
honored in this way by the College
to celebrate the second successful
year of the new Theatre Department at the College.

I

&d
Gilbert Grosvenor

By EDITH If cGANDY
The Honorary Degress Committee of the faculty has determined

tion have seen other ways of life
vividly portrayed and have understood the implicit thesis that each
Ore CMndidMtes for honorary de- of the diverse cultures of our world
grees at the 1983 commencement has its own worth and integrity.
ceremony. Each candidate was
"In honoring Mr. Grosvenor we
chosen tar his or her special dis- would also be expressing our aptinction, and tor an element of the preciation for the support which the
candidate's background which National Geographic Society has
uniquely suits him or her for a given to the College's archaeologidegree
at
Wooster. cal excavation in Pella, Jordan."
The Pella dig in progress this
Gilbert MelTlHe Grosvenor
spring will notbe repeated after this

Gilbert Grosvenor, currently

president of the National Geographic Society, will be awarded an
Honorary Doctor of Laws by the
College on June 13.
Grosvenor has served as Vice
President, Associate Editor, and
Editor for the National Geographic
Society during his membership
since 1954. He has been a trustee
for the Society since 1966.
According to the faculty committee proposal to select Grosvenor,
"The National Geographic Society
has played a significant role in
conveying to the American people
the reality of our existence in ' a
pluralistic world." f
World Magazine, National Geographic magazine for children, was
Grosvenor's brainchild. The faculty
proposal asserts that, "in the pages
of World, which has become the
largest children's magazine in the
world, children throughout our na

year.

JohnMcIntyre
John Mclntyre will be awarded
an Honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters by the College at the commencement ceremony.
Mclntyre is currently Professor
of Divinity at New College, the
divinity school at University of
Edinburgh. He is a former acting
president of the University.
Mclntyre earned both his M.A.
and his B.D. from the University.
The University has also since
awarded him the degree Doctor of
Letters.
Mclntyre is moderator of the
General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland, and Dean of the Most
Noble Order of the Thistle, a position to which he was appointed by
the Queen.
Included in the list of books he
has authored are The Shape . of
Christology, St Anselm and His
Critics and The Christian Doctrine
of History.
Mclntyre was visiting Gillespie
Professor of Religion at the College
in the fall of 1974.
Many Wooster students have studied under him at New College
through the program organized by
Dr. Tait of the Religion Department which sends students to Scotland. New College has offered a
hospitable atmosphere to Wooster
students.
The degree represents Wooster's
thanks for the success of this longstanding relationship between New
College and Wooster, as well as
celebrating the 400th anniversary
of the University of Edinburgh.

Jerome Lawrence
and Robert E. Lee
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee have both been selected to
receive an Honorary Doctor of
Letters degree from the College at
commencement
Lawrence and Lee are two Ohio
playwrights from Cleveland and
Elyria respectively.
Lawrence studied at Ohio State
University, and received his B.A. in
1937. He has received numerous
awards for his work, including the Miriam Shapiro
Peabody award, in 1949. the Moss
On June 13, Miriam Shapiro will
Hart Memorial Award in 1967. and receive as Honorary Doctor of Fine
the Life Achievement Award of the Arts from the College.
Shapiro received her B.A., M.A.,
American Theatre Association in
1979.
and M.F.A. from the University of
According to the faculty commit- Iowa in 1945, 1947 and 1949, .respectee proposal to. honor Lawrence. tively.
. .. ,. .,
"He has served as founder, trustee.
Contliraedoo Page 7
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Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee
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Miriam Shapiro

Continued from Page t
ory board of the Women's Caucus
Shapiro is known most recently for Art.
Shapiro has had contact with
for her work aa a feminist artist In
1972 she worked with Judy Chicago Wooster in the past. In May 1880
g
on Womanhouse, "an
she was the keynote speaker at the
feminist statement," according to symposium on "Women hrArt Tothe faculty proposal to award her day."
In that same year, she spoke at
the degree. She was a founding
member of the Institute of Contem- the opening of her exhibit, entitled
porary Art in California. She both "Miriam Shapiro: A Retrospective
exhibition was put
founded and- - taught in its Feminist 1953 to 198fc"-TbArt Program, the first of its kind to together by Shapiro and Thalia
Professor of Art
be founded in the United States.
Shapiro is currently on the advis- - ' at the College.

John Mclntyre

epoch-makin-

e
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50
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Mathematics
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32

:

58
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"Attending Grad School

27
73
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.

Philosophy
Attending Grad School
Employed
Physical Ed.
Attending Grad School
Employed
.
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20
80
37
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artists. Shapiro has made a special
contribution to the awareness of
women

Political Selene
Attending Grad School
Employed

58

42

-

Psychology
Attending Grad School

.

16
84

Employed

Religion
Attending Grad School

15

Employed

Sociology
Attending Grad School

example, a person that was an art
major is bow a computer systems
analyst A geology major is now in
the restaurant business. A former
music major has now earnedvan
MBA. A former religion majority
now an 'English teacher overseas.
And a former urban studies major
Is now a news reporter.
- its JnfarmMtloBMl column written
toopentivtlr by CPPS and Vole
sUtt writen Edith UeGtady and
Ami Stndtord. .

85
--
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.

5

.95
Speech
31
Attending Grad School
8
V.mnlnnH
.,. The Class of 8Z naa rouna employment in a range of different
positions, some seemingly unrelat-

Employed
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ed to the student's major. For

The staff of The Wooster Voice
wishes Angela A. Adams a happy 20th birthday. Miss Adams is
a credit to the newspaper, and Is

An Adventure v
In Delightful Dining.

invited to celebrate at her
It Ohio plssa establishment
next week.
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Attending Grad School

Recently, Shapiro has had exhibitions In Chicago, Philadelphia, Art- -'
sona. Australia, and two in New
, ' . York.
Wooster wishes to acknowledge
her for her contributions to the art
of collage, and for her effort .in
promoting education for women
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Guides Sway Prospectives Decisions
By PHIL UNDXRCCITLXR
The life of a student tour guide is
tough one. Every day, for one
boor, they have to parade prospec-

tive students around the campus,
answering their difficult questions
and showing them the best and
worst of Wooster.
e
The 12
and the 100 part-tim- e
student tour guides do their
best to make the College of Wooster seem to be the best choice for
students every day of the week, all
year round. It is not an easy Job,
and only the best people are chosen
to do it
,"
"We look for a lot in a
said Admissions Counselor
Tony Moore. "Its a lot more than
Just being freindly and smiling and
showing someone a building."
Being a tourguide is one of the
most important student jobs on
campus, according to Moore. "The
lifeblood of any institution is naturally to get more students here."
Moore believes that tour guides
can play as much of a part in a
student deciding to enroll at Wooster as an admissions counselor.
The College traditionally has a
better chance of a student applying
if he or she actually sees the
cmapus, accoridng to Moore. Part
of this can be attributed to the
college atmosphere and facilities,
but it stems mainly from the tour
guides and their attitudes.
"The work isn't like working in
the pit in Lowry," said freshman
Dave Ben. "It's not something you
can Just be stuck with. You have to
want the job."
Ben first worked as a tourguide
in high school, he enjoyed working
with people, and has continued in
the field. "As a prospective student, I enquired as to it being a
possible job on campus, and was
assured that it was.
"I enjoy working with people,"
Bell continued. "Any kind of people
work is my kind of work."
Not that the job is always roses
because of the pressures, said BelL
"It's a job where a lot of the time
you're put on the spot For me, its
a real high pressure job because I
full-tim-

tour-guide-

take it very personally if a person
hates Wooster."
The guide has to be careful to be
pleasant and strive to hit on the
points the prospective is interested
in, according to BelL One also has
to be careful of sounding like a tape
recorder.
Highpoints on the average tour
r,
are McGaw Chapel, vWishart
Andrews Library, Lowry, the
P.E.C., Babcock or Douglass,
and a walk past Bissman
and Armington.
In fact the guides try to
the buildings on campus
which are in the worst condition,
such as ScoveL and the newer
Ma-tee-

Ken-arde- n,

de-empha- size

dorms like Stevenson, Armington
and Bissman, according to senior
e
Edith McGandy.
"I describe the more nesrative
aspects of the campus, such as our
older buildings, rather than taking
students through them." said McGandy. "If a student sees the
positive aspects of Wooster and at
the same time understands from an
honest guide that there are negative aspects, it will give a better
overall picture."
BeU and McGandy assert that if
asked, they would take a prospective student anywhere on campus.

tour-guid-

v'

WoosterNet

Continued from Page 1
by nearly any kind of small computer. Once part of the network,
the individual units are interactive
with one another as well as with
the VAX. The college's newsletter
to alumni and parents, portions of
the alumni magazine and, this
year, its Catalogue are composed
on word processors and then sent
via modem and telephone line to
the college's electronic typesetter.

Computers are used in a number of
academic departments, and the
student newspaper makes heavy
use of word processing on a microcomputer purchased with advertising revenues. "Student initiative is
the key." said Harward. "We expect our students to show us new
and exciting ways to use the Net"
In the words of Harward. "We're
Jumping Into the computer age with
both feet" -

r
Eniott Slotnflc speaks on "Choosing Federal Judges: Carter, Reagan
ana Ainrmauve acuod, Tuesday night in
Lecture Room.
Photograph by Rob Northrup.
-

Af firmative Action And

Hartrick Criticizes
Campus Opinions

Court System Biscus s sed

Continued from Page 1
ence; a fairly wide gap still exists
between government and economy. '
My amateur economies aside

it was the failure to stress the most

obvious and critical difference be
tween the two societies
political
freedom
that most annoyed me.
The US may have a problem with
'economic rationalism,' Mr.
but I would rather suffer
that inconvenience than a case of
political rationalisation'
a problem that you and the leadership of
the USSR both seem to suffer from.

'
Continued from Page 1
Carter initiated a committee system to propose candidates for the
positions, which took the selection
process away from the Senate. This
eliminated most of the patronage
problems, Slotnick said.
When Carter came into office,
there were only 22 blacks and
women in the 500 lower court
judgeships. When he appointed his
258 new district and appeal court
appointees, however, 40 were women, 38 were black, and 18 were
Hispanic. This raised the levels of
minority judges to levels more.
'

Pohl-man- n,

tsMtoserrsofi?"
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n,
representative of our diverse
said Slotnick. In fact, said Slotnick, these appointees constituted a greater numjudges than
ber of
had been appointed In the entire
history of American jurisprudence.
The major criticism opponents
had of Carter's plan was that it was
Accordextremely
ing to Slotnick, Carter did little to
alleviate these criticisms, releasing
badly worded quotations to the
press whidh backed up his opponent!! iears to the media. ,
popu-latio-

non-traditio- nal

quota-oriente-
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sunglasses.

PRICE INCLUDES ALL FITTINGS, ALL CHECK-UP- S
FOR A YEAR, CARRY CASE, AND CARE KIT. ASK
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EXAMINATIONS AVAILABLE BY DR. JOHN CASSELU
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FAMILY RESTAURANT
GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
.
u , 154 West Liberty Street
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Hamlet

Continued from Page 5
recognize that the performers are
conveying their lines in an admirably understandable manner. It is
possible to relax and listen and

GSTCSL
TEI2

entire four hours.
Both the scene which occurs in a
room in the castle between Hamlet
and the players, and the scene in
the graveyard are humorous, as
they are intended to be, and .are
occasion for a break from the
tension which builds as Hamlet
proceeds. r
Rosencrants and Guildenstern
have been played as more bumbling before, but Polonius has never been played better. Raymond
MeCall plays Polonius to be a truly
sincere, old, meddling, verbose
man.
Hamlet is well worth the three
dollar student ticket price. Students, faculty and community residents would be well advised to see
the perform ace, which is the most
monumental, successful performance The College of Wooster Theatre Department has ever done.

watch, rather than having to remain constantly on the edge of
one's seat
Director Annetta Jefferson made
choices in the direction of the scene
where Hamlet speaks to his ghost
father which make the interaction
between father and son work very
well for the audience.
The ghost is represented in such
a way that its existence can be
interpreted by the person viewing
the scene. The voice is amplified in
such a way that it reminds the
viewer of a Walt Disney effect, but
is nevertheless, effective.
Hamlet is well played by Glenn
Becker, who somehow manages to
keep up his energy throughout the

R5SS

f 3 VOID

GREATEST

RiSl
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Saint's Jazz Corner
Continued from

Pace 5

somewhere and get their ideas out
can carry a great potential in
musical force and innovation.
Among the world's greatest jazz
musicians are those who have had
little or no formal musical education, or were primarly
(Django Bernhardt being the perfect example). So without further
ado. allow me to offer some items
to keep in mind, that if observed,
will strengthen one's abilities to
improvise and will enable the musistatus.
cian to maintain
First, listen to the artists you like
and try to play the things you hear
them do. A good first step toward
playing your own ideas is to play
the ideas of others. Don t be put off
because you're "imitating". It's
only a learning process. Everybody
does it Jon Addis used to play
like Dizzy Gillespie, who in turn
used to sound almost exactly like
Roy Eldridge.
Second, learn, something about
the theory behind improvising
Practice chords and scales and
learn what they're all about Try to
be comfortable in all keys. But
don't go overboard with this notion.
Remember: the keys, chords, and
scales are a musical vocabulary
a set of tools from which an
improviser builds a solo. Ripping
through arpeggios and scales at
breakneck tempos (an
practice among many younger
players) is about as artistic as
self-taug- ht

self-taug- ht

--

-

all-too-com-

VP

mon

randomly throwing paint on a canvas or words into a poem. The
focus is on playing your ideas, not
just a lot of notes.The purpose of
practicing chords and scales is to
get you to hear the possibilities and
choices you have in playing. If you
play your ideas, then the scales and
chords will take care of themv
selves.
Third, as you compile your abilities to play what you've heard and
to play and understand chords and
scales, try to create and play your
own ideas. This is improvising. But
make sure that your "preheard"
ideas are coming out of the horn
.

intact

Fourth, avoid licks. A most common problem among, the rock
crowd. To even the most easily
pleased audience,
licks
quickly become boring. Why licks
don't become boring to the musicians, who play them never ceases
to amaze me. Don't' fall into the
trap of becoming overly reliant
upon licks. Instead, strive to have a
new idea every time you pick up
your instrument Fifth, don't worry about playing
fast That Is not the goal. Play
ideas. Besides, any moron with
fingers can play fast There are
few that can play fast and. well, and
they don't count because they're
not amateurs,.
Sixth, and most important the
only way to improve is through
practice.
This is Bffl St John.
petitive

.-re-
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It's our 4th Annivorcary
Alrwooid
And wo are rolling back prices
; to May 1979 I o vols
Stop in for deals like this

Dof Lcppcrd

The Tubes

It's as easy as renting

a Ryder truck, one raxy.

Compare cbsts before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
"
re.
Load up your
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-h-e
clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
stereo,
jSoubt, for one pf two friends with their things to share the cost
llZ'Compare' tht to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.
,

leave-it-there-

10-epee-

.-

"Inside and Out"

most dependable fletin.the world - Ryder. The best truck money can rent.
best-maintaine-

d,

A 16 STUDENT DISCOUNT IS AVAILABLE. .WITH A
COLLEGE I D.
"

We'll gladly quota you

rates

and answer your questions. Contact
Chip Alkens at the Voice of flee.
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iRYDER TRUCK RENTAL

RVDEH

West Side
East Side

,433-47-

00

439-43- 00

Outside Cuyahoga County
Call Collect.

Pyromanla"
$5.79

$5.79

Mon At Work

Journey

"Cargo"
.

d.

Rente icwer truck from the
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i5.79

$5.79

plus

Jjq.
20

at

$4.99 - Eddy

Grant,

jon bUTcnsr axis

off used albums
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Anyone. who purchases 3 new
albums or cassettes will receive
a free TDK AD 90 blank cassette
AU 45's -- $1.39 each
Any blank tape - buy 6 get one free
PricM good thru May SI.
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Sports

Nye All-Aerican,
Scots Ninth At Nationals
m

BY BOB ULRICH
The College of Wooster golf team
ended the season .with style by
hosting the NCAA Division III
Championships last week. The tournament was highlighted by fine
individual performances as well as
team play that saw ten teams only
a few strokes apart vying for first
with only one round to play.
The Scots had a very fine tournament in which everyone contributed to their finishing team total of
1252. This total left
the Scots in 9th place out of the top
--

310-311-31S--

312

teams in the nation. Finishing
ahead of the linksters in first place
was Allegheny, followed by Rama-pMethodist, CaL St Stanislaus.
Ohio Wesleyan, Central College.
Nebraska Wesleyan, Worcester
State.
The Scots were led by sophomore
Scott Nye. Nye had rounds of 74-20

o,

7-

which was good enough
for a 3rd place finish out of more
than 100 competing. The rest of the
scoring for the Scots is as follows:
78-723-

03.

Brendan
Reading
Frank Yackley
Tal Selby

315.

Walsh-81-79-80-- 75

Tom

80-75-88-79-

78-81-76-86-

321.

and

322.

The
Scots should do very well in the
future as four of the five starters
are. sophomores, who showed their
poise under national competition.
Directly following the tournament the 1983 Div. Ill
Team was announced. Scott Nye,
who was named Honorable Mention
erlast year, repeated as an
ican; however, this time he received the highest award
First
erican. The first team
Team All-Ais a great achievement as only the
top seven players in the nation
receive this award. Congratulations
to Scott and the team for a very
fine year!
78-78-85-86-

i

327.

ca

All-Ameri-

All-A- m

m

Golfers

Photograph by Beta Koreman.

the MW
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YOU CAN WAIT YEARS FOR
A JOB WITH RESPONSIBILITY,
OR YOU CAN GET
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE NAVY
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if you
a college degree.
;

meet Navy standards, after four months of Officer, ?
Candidate School (OCS), you con become a Navy
officer. And that means lots of responsibility, a
good salary and fringe benefits, including travel, :
te
educational opportunities, 30
earned annually, plus more. ;
vocation
paid
days'
If you're getting your degree now, contact your
college Placement Office to findjut when oNcrvy
Representative will be on campus, bend your
r
resume or call:
j:

f-.- r
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post-gradua-

any largo pizza
with studont I.D.

$2X0 off

NAVY

OFRCER PROGRAMS MANAGER

INTERPORT PLAZA III
16101 SNOW ROAD
BROOOK PARK, OH 44142
CALL COLLECT (216) 676-049- 0
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SA

cepted the part-tim- e
position replacing ( Dr. Phyllis Hershman as
debate team adriser.
-

A civilian job with
to obtaint even with

12:30 PM

e

Due to a reductioo-i- n funding and
a position cut in the speech department, Hampton, 'who holds a mas--.
tor's degree in education and a

r:ow.

0

According to Hampton, public
forom debating wCl Ideally extend
the kind of cultural experiences
already available at the College.
For example, she plans a debate on
creationism and evolution in coordination with the College's commemoration of the 100 year
of Darwin's death.
Hampton predicts little problem
in the adjustment of competitors
to these newly adopted forms, and
added that anyone having experience in extemporaneous or
debate could easily make the tran-anni-Tersa- ry

-
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floor and
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Continued from Pago 1 ..
"This farm of deflating Is much
more audience persuasire . and
makes it more like a real live
puouc sanation, she said entnusi-astlcan-

;

to audition to spook for or
against the proposition
"Resolved, that 'craatlonlun' Is a
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Senior Directory
These responses represent approximately one fourth of the senior gradus ting class.
Chip Aliens
"I'm going into
retail auto tales in Central Pennsylvania with the Stan Miner Ford
Lincoln Mercury dealership there.
"Sleep, make
David E. Bair
puppets, travel, read novels, study

Attending
Marsha M. Huff
OSUs School of Optometry.
Joseph A. Ineavo
Graduate
School in Chemical Engineering.
Kathy Kent University of Pittsburgh, School of Law.
Mary Kerr
"I'm going to clear
off my dining room table."
"111 be
Amy La Gravenis
teaching English as a second lanmedicine, teach."
hopeOSU Den- guage to Hispanic students
Randal M. Benefield
fully in Spain or Latin America."
tal SchooL
Working at
"Attending
Shirley L. Bennett
Christopher Lanz
Case Western Reserve Medical Camp Chewonki in Maine.
School this falL"
"EmDavid L. Bickmore
ployed as a charter pilot and flight
instructor."
Keith Blaha
"I win be attending George Washington University
Law School in Washington. D.C.
Lisa Bove
"I will attend
Seminary in Chicago."
Becky Bower
Graduate Assist-antshin Sports Medicine Athletic
Training at Illinois University.
David Capodilupo
Summer in
England and Scotland, then Job
CD
hunting in Boston.
Teaching
Brian Cavanaugh
computer science and studying for
my MBA at Cornell University.
Tim Com stock
"I'm on a
waiting list at the Ohio State University School of Optometry."
Christy Covey
"I'm going to
get married and teach in early
childhood education."
Elizabeth A. Crane "In the fall
I will be at Temple Grad School
(Tyler School of Art) in Philadelphia in Art HistoryArt Admins ."

Bob Moorman "Duke Universi"Looking for
Molly Rudman
Jennifer A. Smith
"I win be
ty and two more years of extended Job in business in Rochester. N.Y." attending the University of Marychildhood."
"I'm going to land Law SchooL"
Bin St John
Law School work at the retail end of petroleum
Lisa C. Stearns
"Business
Susan M. Morris
school this summer, then working
at Georgetown University (perhaps sales."
University of Virignia or Cornell).
"Toss up be- in NYC in the fan."
Jennie Sailers
.

"Living in a tween Burger King management
Mary Neagoy
Maytag washer box on top of a new and managing a grits factory."
York City subway grate."
Graduate school
Anne L Scales
"Acting here
Scott Paynter
M.S. in geology at the University
this summer, then taking time of Tennessee.
off!?"
"IT1 be In EngSally Schultx
Rodger A. PelagaUi University land and Scotland this summer,
of Dayton Law SchooL
then in Boston job hunting."

Trrv

Grace Taylor

"Returning to

D.C for clinical

pro-

gram in acupuncture." v
Stephen Towne
Grad school in
history at Indiana University, August '83.
"Summer at
Tessie Tzavaras
home. (Athens, Greece). In September I'U be enrolled in an MPP
program at Kennedy School of Government Harvard University."
"EnjoyVyaykumar B. Valjee
ing married life and starting my
own business in textiles.?
Meg Wehrly
"I'm moving to
Buffalo ... If not museum work,

ip

LJ CJ

pment"

Washington,

Me-Conn- ick

-

Bob Sullivan
"HI be in New
Canaan, CT looking for a job in
NYC in journalism."
Terence S. Sullivan
"I'm enrolled in a masters program at the
University of Pittsburgh in international economic and social develo-

(If!

thenreun."

1

--

-

--

"Going round and
round and up and down all over."
Tom Wood
"rm going to get
married and attend OSU College of
Veterinary Medicine."
Mary J. Workman
"Job in
banking (lending and management) or sales.'
- Bon Wright
"More than likely,
grad school in psychology."
-

J

Guy Wilson

-

tra-tton-

Hugh Crowell
Graduate School
at OSU in plant ecology.
University of VirginTod Edel
ia Law SchooL
To find the
Michelle Felty
American dream and plaid hair.
Each equally likely.
Mark Ferguson
Tm going to
China this summer, then American

University Joint JDMA Program."
Teaching high
Tom Forster
. school geology.aad coaching at Kua

in New Hampshire.
Holly Fortnum
"I'm going to
Michigan State University to work,
on my doctorate in chemistry."
University of
Vassilios Fourlis

c

California, Berkeley. Masters in
City Planning.
Communications,
Dave Geiger
public relations, unemployment.
Mark Giuliano
"I'll be working
as a production inventory control
supervisor at Smuckers."
Shelly Grander
"I'm going to
the graduate school of Pennsylvania State University."
"Unemployed,
v Pamele Guye
then waitress, then cooking school,
then master chef."
Raymond HalfhiU
"Teaching
physical education and coaching I
hope."
A. Scott Halstad
Graduate
work, MBA.
Arianne Haring
"I win be
married (to Ed Heupler) on June
Is, I plan to teach elementary
;.,
schooL" .
Summer
' Victoria J; Herson
travel to Hungray, then in the fall
an internship in Washington. D.C
in the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research.
. Ronald R. Heurich, Jr.
Getting
married Aug. 9, then supervisor of
production in a land developing
corporation.
"Emigrating
Daniel C. Howes
to the Soviet Union and acceptingan editorial position with Pravda:"
.

.

"Sell weenies
Stan Plutarsky
on 42nd and Vine."
Belwin Hogarth IV
"Next editor of The New Republic." :
mm

wn

Tm

" i

m

Senior Leigh Calmar works on the final touches of
Photograph by Rob Northrup.

her LS. in her studio on the track In Severance.

"Going to Yale
Miriam Phan
"I wffl be workfan ... to ing in Wooster for the summer."
Two year MS in
Kaia Phillips
become Divine!"
Graduate management at Purdue's Krannert
Elle M. Lester
school in special education (after a SchooL
Margaret Poethig
'"I'm not
year's work).
"Finish my going to graduate schooL working
Barbara Lewis
work here at Woo then start Job for a corporation, or getting married (though I may decide to have
hunting!"
Stockbroker some babies).
John S. Limpose
"Going to the Big
Lynn Rogan
in Atlanta, Ga.
Attending OSU DenApple to be a starving artist. HA!"
Ellis List
"HI be working at
EHa Romig
tal School "The 'Big SchooL"
"Looking for the YMCA in Rochester until furKaren Lundblad
computer programming position ther notice."
.
possibly in Charleston. S.C. or Atlanta, Ga."
Graduate School
Rob Manning
at University of Chicago.
Graduate schooL
Eric May
Research in
Sara McCullough
urban planning and social poUcy.
"I'm taking a
Edith McGandy
proctorship at Brown University
where I wiU be pursuing a Master
Locate! on thm square
of Arts in teaching degree (in
beginning
InSmlthvillo
year
English) for one
June 15."
Management
Mary McGuane
Make your
trainee for National City Bank
: graduate studies for an MBA part
Graduation Day
time at night
Dinner Reservations
Studying linguisDavid Miller
tics and anthropology to train for
before June 12, 19S3
Bible translation.
"I wffl be
Susan R. Mills
touring with five other seniors in
"A Cottmgm of Woostmr
another puppet show. After that I
a
Graduation Tradition
win be on a mission in Ireland for
Kris Leslie

Divinity School in the

year."
John Moore
ile. "
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